













This is aKokyuroku Proceedings for the RIMS meeting
Rich Pelz’ Contributions to Fluid Dynamics
whkh was held on January 24, 2003.
Professor Richard Bruce Pelz, or Rich as commonly known to us, $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}8$ a professor
at Rutgers University and stayed in Kyoto from May 19 through $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{u}8\mathrm{t}19,2002$
as avisiting professor at Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto
University.
BUch was one of the opinion leaders in fluid dynamics; he specialized in theory
and computation of vortex dynamics, paaticularly vortex reconnection and blow-
up problems in fluid equations. His recent works on the blow-up of Euler flows
using asymmetrized vortex are landmark achievements in the field.
During his stay he actively performed investigations with myself regarding some
blow-up problems in fluid dynamics. On top of that he was $\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\dot{\mathrm{e}}$ outgoing $\mathrm{a}\epsilon \mathrm{a}-$
demically. He liked interacting with other researchers ffuithlly, and in particular
he spared no effort to assist younger people. Also, he traveled to Hokkaido and
Kyushu Universities to give successful seminars.
Therefore Ihad no adequate words to express my deep sorrow when Iheard the
news of his untimely death on September 24, 2002. This meant his world of science
ceased developing all of asudden, and his papers of such high quality would never
appear.
The present volume includes the presentations delivered by his friends, old and
new, followed by his personal record such as his publication list. Hopefully,$\cdot$ this
volume, which was compiled in memory of his scientific activity, $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{u}$ also help
you eternally appreciate his personality. Finally it is my pleasure to thank RIMS,
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